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Meena Butler’s life is nearly in order, with one exception: the family curse. Is an age-old hex holding her
back from landing the man of her dreams—or will she be the first woman in her family to break free of the
past and find the love of a lifetime?

Meena has heard whispers of the family curse since childhood. Seated around tables at the yearly reunion,
relatives always shared stories of the Man Curse’s origins. It began with Great Grandma Anna Mae’s affair
with the church pastor. After finding them in bed together, his wife hexed Anna Mae to prevent the women
of her family from ever marrying, and the results are said to have lasted generations. Anna Mae and her
sisters died without being wed. Grandma Fey never married. Aunt Connie has given up on men. And
Meena’s mother, Deena, continually runs into dead-end relationships.

Vowing not to follow in their tracks, Meena is undeterred from achieving her dream of matrimony. After
dating a string of wrong men and catching her college boyfriend Dexter cheating, she heads to New York,
where she has an exciting new job at Buzz, the hottest music magazine in the business. On a professional
upward track, Meena happily ignores Dexter’s pleading calls for forgiveness. Instead, she meets the popular
intellectual writer, Sean. Physical attraction and common interests fuel a love affair that seems destined for
marriage. But when a chance meeting with another woman ignites lingering insecurities that Sean is hiding
something, Meena’s trust is shattered. With her relationship on the rocks and her confidence in the gutter,
Meena’s journey toward emotional healing forces her to face the truth and wonder if she really does have the
Man Curse. Or is it all in her head?
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From reader reviews:

Barry Phelan:

This book untitled The Man Curse to be one of several books in which best seller in this year, that's because
when you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this specific book
in the book shop or you can order it by way of online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you more easily to read this book, because you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no
reason to your account to past this e-book from your list.

Phyllis Ramirez:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you might have it
in e-book means, more simple and reachable. This The Man Curse can give you a lot of buddies because by
you taking a look at this one book you have thing that they don't and make anyone more like an interesting
person. This particular book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you information
that possibly your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than other make you to be great individuals. So
, why hesitate? Let's have The Man Curse.

John Olive:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our understanding for everything. By a guide we can know
everything you want. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year was
exactly added. This publication The Man Curse was filled concerning science. Spend your extra time to add
your knowledge about your research competence. Some people has several feel when they reading any book.
If you know how big advantage of a book, you can sense enjoy to read a publication. In the modern era like
today, many ways to get book that you wanted.

Lorraine Joyner:

E-book is one of source of know-how. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen want book to know the revise information of year for you to year. As we know
those publications have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, may also bring us to around
the world. Through the book The Man Curse we can have more advantage. Don't that you be creative
people? For being creative person must choose to read a book. Simply choose the best book that acceptable
with your aim. Don't be doubt to change your life at this time book The Man Curse. You can more inviting
than now.
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